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ABSTRACT
Intelligent Virtual Agents are suitable means for interactive storytelling for children. The engagement level of child interaction with virtual agents is a challenging issue in this area. However, the characteristics of child-agent interaction received moderate to little attention in scientific studies whereas such knowledge may be crucial to design specific applications.

This article proposes a Wizard of Oz platform for interactive narration. An experimental study in the context of interactive storytelling exploiting this platform is presented to evaluate the impact of agent prosody and facial expressions on child participation during storytelling. The results show that the use of the virtual agent with prosody and facial expression modalities improves the engagement of children in interaction during the narrative sessions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Designing a virtual environment, where the participants can interact without any difficulty, is very challenging. Particularly, introducing an autonomous dialogue-based virtual character (or Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) [8]) increases the expectations of the human participants, up to the point where they can be disappointed by the agent’s capabilities [24]. Building such an environment is even more difficult when young children are involved, since they are still developing their linguistic and interaction competencies.
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Providing children with a non-disturbing environment which offers natural reactions from the included ECAs, becomes critical.

Among the various applications of ECAs, interactive storytelling is a growing scientific field [12]. It includes situations that corresponds from a reproduction of the familiar parent-child narration up to a new user experience with story generation according to the interaction. Nevertheless, interactive narration aims at improving the user’s immersion, pleasure, feeling of control, believability of the virtual characters and interaction engagement [46].

A few experiments exist regarding interactive storytelling with children (e.g. [31, 39, 46]), but unfortunately they do not enable to determine and characterize standard data in child-agent interaction, such as the average response time (latency) of a child interacting with an ECA. In this article, we propose an interactive environment with a virtual agent, centered around a familiar story telling activity so that the children feel comfortable.

As the dialogue component of ECAs remain a technical difficulty [18, 44], we propose a Wizard of Oz (WoZ) platform in order to constitute desired virtual environment and interaction scenario to evaluate preliminary components. Thus, our environment is based on the WoZ paradigm, so that the collected data expresses what can be expected of ‘natural’ interaction. We aim at answering the following research question: Do different modalities of virtual agent have any impact on child-agent interaction? This question is studied regarding interaction engagement. We therefore propose an experimental study to compare the effects of different agent modalities (e.g. prosody and facial expression) on the child ↔ avatar interaction during interactive storytelling sessions.

This article is organized as follows. The next section focuses on related work regarding the field of interactive narration with children and some existing WoZ experiments; then, we describe the WoZ platform used for the experiments as well as the narrative scenario; the section labeled “Experimental Studies” describes in detail the results obtained during the conducted experiment; finally the last section provides some concluding remarks.

2 RELATED WORK
Face-to-face interaction between a user and an interactive virtual character introduces the concept of ECA [8]. Unfortunately, the conversational skills of existing ECAs remain limited [18, 44]. As the expectation toward a virtual character’s capabilities depends on the level of details in the animation, the user is usually deceived by the real ECA’s abilities and the interaction becomes very unnatural. This phenomenon, known as the “uncanny valley” [24], affects the user’s empathy towards the virtual agent and therefore the user’s

In the following, ‘avatar’ refers to a virtual character driven during a WoZ experiment. A ‘virtual character’ can be either an avatar or an ECA.
experience [4]. To overcome this issue, the interactive agent must be designed so that it reacts according to the user’s frustration [16], shows empathy [29, 35] and responds to the situation at the appropriate moment [37].

The more general influence of a virtual character on human perception is formalized as the controversial “persona effect” [21]. Pedagogical studies [25] and Serious Games [36] have shown a link between the presence of an animated character and the children’s performances, whereas Miksatko et al. [23] conclude that no such impact exists. Finally, a WoZ experiment has shown a strong influence of an ECA on the performance of autistic patients [14].

In the following, we focus on child-agent interaction with an interactive narration perspective and the WoZ paradigm as a solution to overcome the current limitations of ECAs. Measures of user engagement in interaction are explored as an evaluation of ECAs.

2.1 Child-agent narrative interaction

Digital interactive storytelling proposes a new form of narration in which the user plays a direct role in the story and can interact with the narrator or with the story characters [12]. Interactive storytelling frameworks have been designed with virtual characters (e.g. [9]) and robots (e.g. [20]) following the same objectives: to establish a natural interaction with a believable artificial storyteller or characters, increase the user’s interaction engagement and therefore propose a pleasant user experience. The design of an expressive storyteller becomes both a possibility and a necessity [46].

There has been significant work in the child-agent narrative interaction. Fearnot! system uses a narrative interactive system to educate on bullying issues [2], and the MIXER system extends their work to the understanding of multiculturalism with virtual agents [5]. Furthermore, Porteous & al. have proposed an interactive narrative system to support cognitive psychology experiments in story understanding [34]. However, in the child-agent interaction context, the influence of the agent has not been well studied yet. An experiment realized by S. Oviatt has shown that children, aged between 6 and 10, use a more fluent discourse with less irregularities in their speech (called “disfluencies”) when speaking to an agent compared to an adult [31]. Moreover, the children are very intrigued by their new partner and accept more easily the dialogue interaction. Ryokai & al. also proposed a study using an interactive ECA named Sam, in a tutoring scenario [39]. This study illustrates the efficiency of the social implication of Sam toward children, enabling them to acquire new words and complex linguistic structures.

Similar studies were conducted with robots. The same level of engagement was observed with autistic children [19], in tutoring context [15] or precocious cognitive development [47]. The potential is similar for both types of interlocutors, wether in educational or narrative studies. Studying the conversational, educational or narrative experiment context with a robot is rather complex, therefore using a virtual character offers a favorable alternative.

2.2 Wizard of Oz methodology

ECA are composed of a collection of components (speech-to-text, user’s affect recognition, dialogue management, animation player, ...) interlocked in such a way that it is generally impossible to calibrate and evaluate them independently. Moreover, the existing dialogue components remain insufficiently robust [44] and current interactions still appear too rigid and jerky, as ECAs can only interpret a user’s utterance once it is completed to be pronounced [18]. To tackle these issues, an iterative methodology is often adopted: numerous research groups begin their baseline design using the WoZ paradigm, in order to constitute an initial interaction corpus and/or to evaluate any preliminary dialogue component (e.g. the SEMAINE project [22]). This methodology can also be reused afterwards to improve an initial model. The WoZ paradigm is mainly exploited to evaluate multi-modal interactions [1], as it enables the collection of data in a controlled environment. During a WoZ experiment, the user believes that he is interacting with a complex and autonomous system, while he is currently interacting with another human piloting the agent. This gives the illusion of a natural interaction with an AI system.

The Children Interactive Multimedia Project (CHIMP) [28] is one of the first design guidelines using a WoZ methodology to design multimodal interfaces for children. Later, DiaWOZ-II proposes a text interface for a tutoring system. [48] creates a web interface to simulate dialogue scenarios in a restaurant. [27] includes a dialogue model based on a finite-state machine, driven by a pilot, with the possibility to add more states at run time. The SEMAINE Project also started with a Wizard of Oz set-up [22], which allowed them to design and test the interaction model exploited in the final version. More recently, Yildirim et al. [49] describes a WoZ methodology to detect emotional features on children, while interacting with an agent. Similarly, Chaspari et al. [16] measured the enjoyment based on acoustic features on autistic children. In the same context, Rachel ECA [26] is a system used to analyze the nature of interaction between an autistic child, his parent and the agent.

Unfortunately, most of the WoZ experiments cannot be easily reused in a different context [13, 30].

2.3 User engagement in interaction

User engagement is an indicator of interaction success [6]. In dialogical interaction, a virtual agent must create user engagement to maintain an enjoyable experience [32]. User engagement in dialogue can be defined according to two main characteristics: 1) "the value that a participant in an interaction attributes to the goal of being together with the other participant(s) and of continuing the interaction" [32] and 2) "the process by which two (or more) participants establish, maintain and end their perceived connection during interactions they jointly undertake" [41]. During human-agent interaction, user engagement is maintained with communicational signals [38]. They include for instance smiles, mutual gazes, shared glances [38] and disfluencies [31] as synchronizations signals. The use of such signals is necessary but not sufficient to support user engagement. With no affective and interaction feedback, the speaker can be uncomfortable and disengages, and the conversation loses its natural interactivity. Anyway, a measure of the user engagement in dialogue can be the number of words, sentences, mimics and gestures performed during interaction [5].

Response latencies have been used in numerous studies to measure cognitive effort (e.g. [42]) or user engagement [5], but no precise data is given. The delay between utterances for a natural conversation between adults is [100ms–600ms] [11]. Stivers & al. analyze more precisely adult response latency in a yes-no set questions that confirmed this hypothesis [43]. Only few works
focus on child latency. Casillas & al. studied child turn-timing and found effects of linguistic processing on response delay. The answer complexity (type of information and grammatical complexity) impact the child response latency. With complex answers, children had longer latencies: simple yes-no answers generally had shorter latencies (442ms) than wh- answers (765 ms). When children had more material in their answers, they had longer latencies: complex answers increase the response latency up to 587ms for a yes-no complex answer and 948ms for a wh-complex answers [7].

2.4 Sum-up and discussion
Frameworks dedicated to interactive narration, in which the user interacts naturally with a virtual storyteller, are becoming a hot topic. The design of a narrative ECA able to interact efficiently with a child during a storytelling session is therefore of great interest, as children are obviously the prime target for such applications. To assess the interaction performance of such an ECA, baseline data must be known for comparison. Unfortunately, most of the existing child-agent experiments do not provide sufficient information concerning the interaction characteristics between a child and a virtual character (e.g. [5, 7]).

In the following, we focus on child-agent interaction when the agent is a virtual narrator during interactive storytelling sessions. Our objective is to compare child-agent interaction in term of user engagement. We therefore present an experiment designed to collect and analyze a corpus of child interactive narrations with a virtual character. To alleviate the “uncanny valley” difficulty, we design our own WoZ platform and interactive narrative scenario. We focus on response latency, disfluency rate, number of words and phrases, and number of smiles as measures of child engagement during interaction. In this experiment, we aim at evaluating the impact of facial expression and prosody in child engagement while interacting with a narrative ECA.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP: A NARRATIVE WOZ
In this section, the storytelling scenario and the narrative (WoZ) platform are introduced. The platform is designed to collect child-avatar interaction data.

3.1 WoZ scenario for interactive narration with children
To collect a proper corpus of ‘natural’ interaction of a child with a virtual character, three options can be considered: 1) a completely open dialogue set-up; 2) a non-linear scenario, with a story adapted to each participant; and 3) a fixed scenario with timings and gestures synchronized according to the child’s reactions. The first option is challenging due to the current transcription errors and dialogue management [31]. The second set-up requires multiple pilots to perfectly synchronize the story with the emotional feedback, gestures and speech management according to the child’s reactions. Our final choice is therefore a fixed branched scenario, augmented with free-context outputs adapted to unpredictable situations. Thus, the cognitive load of the pilot should be lowered, enabling him to concentrate on the child’s reactions rather than on the scenario and on the pilot HMI.

The story chosen for this experiment is “The lost ball”, that describes a school boy who plays with his ball before the class. The ball is kicked on the class roof and the boy and his friends try to recover the ball by throwing a boot, a school bag and a scarf. When they enter into class, the ball is not recovered and the various objects are still on the roof. Finally, during the class, a huge storm blows all the things off the roof, enabling their recovery. The story is illustrated by 15 images, offering a good level of details to support the narration.

The narration is constructed as a sequential scenario. Several parallel branches opened with questions are integrated in order to give the illusion of an open story, although all the child’s answers generates the same comments or explanations. For example "Oh god, where will the ball fall? Do you know it?" is used to induce an interaction that always lead at the end to the following statement: "Booyah! Look at the ball! It’s stuck on the roof!". Moreover, as a dialogue is never completely predictable, a set of free-context utterances has been added. It consists in a series of statements not directly linked to the context of the story, such as: “OK”, “You are right”, “Shall we continue?”. They can be used to manage the dialogue and force the interaction to focus back on the story.

3.3 WoZ platform
Our system, called OAK (Online Annotation Kit), extends the SEMAINE project [22, 40], embedding new components to fully control the architecture. Thanks to a video-conference system, OAK enables the wizard to see the child’s activity and interact with him by piloting an avatar. OAK is therefore based on three major elements: 1) the SEMAINE Platform [40], which proposes a component-based communication system; 2) the Greta virtual characters [33] which are part of the SEMAINE project; and 3) OAK, which consists in a pilot graphical interface (see figure 1(a)), and the system view at the user level (see figure 1(b)).

The interface presented figure 1(a) is used by the pilot. It has a scenario area, which presents the whole collection of possible states. A state can be executed at any time, as often as necessary. On the right, the free-context library is displayed. On top, a menu that allows the selection of the experiment mode is present: video, avatar or none. In the later case, only the story slides are displayed.

The child interface consists of a representation of the narrative virtual agent using a Greta virtual character as avatar and the story image (figure 1(b)). We used as virtual agent a humanoid “talking head” that can display emotional facial expressions. It comes from the Greta system [33] of the SEMAINE project [40]. SEMAINE provides four sensitive artificial listeners with different emotional traits: Poppy (happy and positive), Obadiah (gloomy and sad), Spike (argumentative and angry) and Prudence (pragmatic and sensitive). Poppy was selected as the more suitable to interact with children in a storytelling context. According to the describing criteria proposed in [4] for an affective animated agent, in our experiment Poppy is: a 3D semi-autonomous animated face (representation of the agent) that display basic emotions (types of emotions expressed) in accordance with its prosody and the utterance (representation of emotional expression). The transition between two emotions

[2] All the presented utterances are translated from French.

[3] OAK also offers a video-conference mode which is not exploited in the experiment presented in this article.
exposed is smooth, as the agent dynamically compute intermediary states (method for expression of emotion). All in all, our virtual character provides positive back-channels during the interaction using smiles, blinks and head nodes.

The story in book format is the common element of all the views (avatar view in the user’s interface, as well as in the pilot’s HMI). The images are synchronized among the pilot and user sides. To enable deictic gestures, the pilot can use the mouse to point at the story images.

The video stream from the child’s side is sent to the pilot view and recorded simultaneously. The video conference set-up exploits multiple communication channels, built with the GStreamer [45] toolkit.

All the components of OAK are fully customizable, with independent XML based configuration files. The actions are translated into BML [17] code by an action interpreter and forwarded to the avatar. One can note that the Greta component can therefore be replaced by any virtual character or robot designed to interpret BML.

### 3.3 Examples of interaction

Figures 2 and 3 present some interactions extracted from the collected corpus to illustrate how the scenario evolves for standard answers or for unexpected responses from the child. In figure 2, the pilot drives the interaction following the main scenario. When reaching the question, he continues according to the reaction of the child (here, the first statement). As a scenario cannot predict all the possible interactions, out-of-context answers can be triggered to focus on the story. In figure 3, the child spontaneously speaks and therefore the pilot activates the most appropriate answer.

**Figure 2: Standard scenario with two narrative choices**

OAK: Oh! no! He had thrown his carrot on the roof!
OAK: Umm ... I’m not sure ... this is called a carrot, right?
CHILD: No. It’s a boot
OAK: [In case of a valid given by the child] Ah! Yes! You’re right, this is a boot!
OAK: [In case of an no answer or invalid answer] Something’s wrong. I think this is a boot.

**Figure 3: An out-of-context answer from the narrator**

OAK: And the bell rings the end of the playtime.
CHILD: But the boot is on the roof!
OAK: [Out of context answer] True! You’re right!

### 4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY: IMPACT OF PROSODY AND FACIAL EXPRESSIONS

This section presents the experimental study carried out to assess the impact of facial expressions and prosody on child-agent interaction, using the previously described WoZ platform.

#### 4.1 Method and material

The objective of this experimental study is to compare the effects of different agent modalities of behavior on child-agent interaction in the context of an interactive storytelling, using the previously described WoZ platform. We have considered three different experimental conditions. These conditions are based on the presence or absence of the facial expressions and prosody of the avatar in the aforementioned context. Therefore three different versions of the avatar were tested (NoM: no mimics, NoP: no prosody or MP: mimics and prosody) for an interactive storytelling session. For the purpose of this experiment, we define the No Prosody context as the absence of any rhythm, stress or intonation on the agent’s utterances. In this context, the agent has a monotonous voice, by disabling all the voice inflections in the speech synthesizer. Similarly, the No Mimics context suppresses any facial and head gestures from the agent’s animation library. In this context, the agent has only lip movement to animate the speech, but no head movement, smiles or any other facial gestures. These conditions were selected to make the interaction as pleasant as possible.

In order to evaluate children engagement with virtual avatar, we have defined following two hypotheses:

- **Hypothesis-1:** Virtual avatar with Prosody and Facial expression modalities improves the engagement of children in interaction during the narrative sessions.
- **Hypothesis-2:** Prosody is more important than facial expression as a modality of the virtual avatar for the interaction with children during narrative storytelling.

The second hypothesis is particular to child-agent interaction. Prosody is a pragmatic language acquisition indispensable to adapt its linguistic behaviors to context. The use and understanding prosody development starts in utero and continues from 5 to 13 year old. Concerning facial expressions, although the recognition of emotional facial expressions is acquired between 2 and 3 years, the ability to infer simple emotional states from the facial expression does not emerge before 3 years. It is only at about 6-8 years of age that children succeed in differentiating and naming expressions of surprises. These elements are in favor of an importance
of prosody at an earlier stage of social language acquisition than facial expression understanding.

4.1.1 Participants. Since the aim of a narrative virtual agent is to tell the story to children in an interactive manner, we recruited 50 children (6 to 11 year-old) from an elementary school. These children were all native French speakers and were placed in front of the avatar for a narrative session with the basic narrative scenario (i.e. without any interactive error). An overlapping population between condition could not be setup due the age of the participants and their lack of attention to perform under strict directions.

4.1.2 Data Collection. In order to evaluate the effects of different modalities of agent on children, various dependent variables were collected: the numbers of words, phrases and words per phrase, collected from manual transcription; the mean disfluency rate for hundred words; the response delay (latency) between avatar’s utterances and child’s utterances; the number of Emotional Mimics (EM - laughs, smiles, pouts,...) of the child, the number of Spontaneous Verbal Responses (SVR), as any verbal interaction initiated by the child and the number of Expected Response after a direct Verbal Question (ERVQ) from the narrator. All these features were manually annotated on the videos collected during the experiment using Oviatt’s [31] protocol.

The child may decide to use gestures, mimics or verbal responses to provide an answer to a question. The feedback may be quite complex and, in practice, all these modalities are combined. For example, the children were often smiling or laughing when told that the boot landed on the roof of the building. All these points in the story line are “diversion”, designed with the sole purpose to generate emotional responses from the user. We considered that the smile begins during the hint of the smile until the total relaxation of the large zygomatic generating a total disappearance of the smile. Smile is a social act which, we believe, reflects a desire to show cooperation in interaction, but also a satisfaction reaction to the comic characters of history.

4.1.3 Procedure. The evaluation process involves three steps. In the first step, before the experiments, we obtained individual parental consent under the constraint of retaining children children’s anonymity. Furthermore, these experiments were supervised by the local school personnel. The experiment was conducted in two rooms. In the first room the child was placed in front of a laptop screen and in the other room the pilot was installed with another laptop that could control the narrative story thanks to our WoZ platform (see fig 1). In the second step, children were told that a lady will tell the story to them and then they listen the interactive narration (figure 4).

Each participant performed the experiment with the avatar having one of the three controlled conditions:

1) avatar with full modalities (MP)
2) avatar with no prosody (NoP)
3) avatar with no mimics (NoM).

After the experiment, children follow one post-hoc interview where they can give their opinion and comments.

4.1.4 Design Analysis. In this study, since we have 50 children, we randomly associated them with one of the evaluation conditions, therefore 16 children with the avatar having full interaction modalities (MP), 17 children with the avatar having no mimics (NoM) and the other 17 children with the avatar having no prosody (NoP) experimental conditions.

After the experiments, the data was manually transcribed from the video recordings of experiments (video recordings of user view and the recoding of participant during interaction) provided by our WoZ platform. Furthermore, these videos were manually processed to analyze the facial expressions (number of smiles) of each child during the narrative interaction. Given the multiple dependent measures, we use one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine whether the mean of a dependent variable is the same in two or more unrelated, independent groups. Furthermore we apply post hoc tests (Bonferroni correction) to identify which specific groups were significantly different from each other. The significant level for all of the analysis was set to 0.05.

4.2 Results: child engagement in interaction

The goal of the experiment is to assess the engagement of the children in three different modalities of the agent behavior.

First, we want to evaluate analyze the facial expression (smile) of the children during the interaction. A univariate ANOVA has been run on the children’s smile in function of the condition type of avatar (i.e. NoM, NoP and MP). There is a significant effect of the type of avatar on the number of children smiles F(2,49)=8.241; p=.001). A post hoc comparison (Bonferroni) shows that children smile more often to an avatar with full interaction modalities (MP) than to one without prosody (NoP) (variable: smile; p = .001) suggesting that the children were more amused by the avatar with full modalities than the avatar with only one modality. Although, we found that there is no significant difference for the smile between MP and NoM (p = .076) as well as between NoM and NoP (p = .220), we can observed that the presence of Prosody in avatar utterance gives the positive impact (mean smile NoP < NoM < MP) during the interactive narration (figure 4).

The smile in interaction is an indicator of the interlocutor’s engagement; the lack of smile in NoM and NoP condition in comparison with the MP condition reveals a less natural interaction. The children have to pay more attention to the content and thus are less available for the social part of the interaction.

A univariate ANOVA has been performed on the children’s response latency in function of the condition (different type of avatar). There is an significant effect of the condition (type of avatar) on the latency (F(2,49)=3.818; p=.044). A post hoc comparison (Bonferroni) shows that the children answer more quickly to an avatar with all interactive modalities (MP) than to an avatar without prosody (NoP) (p = .040). Significant difference in the response latency may be due to the children adapt their speaker’s

Figure 4: Average number of smiles per child.
interaction style (figure 5). However, the results are not statistically significant for MP and NoM ($p = 1.0$), as well as for NoP and NoM ($p = 0.315$). The results also indicate that the presence of prosody also reduces the response latency (mean response latency $MP = 1.54 < NoM = 1.94 < NoP = 2.63$).

The absence of prosody clearly impact the children’s understanding of the narrator utterances; for instance, children have difficulties to discriminate questions. Results show in a same way, the impact of absence of mimics on children’s understanding. Synthetics emotions (mimics) seems facilitate children’s understanding. All these results support the hypothesis-1 stating that the virtual avatar with Prosody and Facial expression modalities improves the engagement of children in interaction during the narrative sessions. Furthermore, regardless of having positive impact of prosody on children’s smile and response latency, there is no statistically significant difference between the NoP and NoM. These results do not support the hypothesis-2 that the Prosody is more important than the facial expression as a modality of the virtual avatar for the interaction with children during narrative storytelling.

Concerning the quality of the oral interactions, we also run a univariate ANOVA on the mean disfluency rate in function of conditions (type of avatar) (figure 6). There is no statistically significant effect of the condition (type of avatar) on the disfluency rate $F(2,49)= 15.471; p= 0.49)$. That is, the amount of fluent discourse with less irregularities used by the children during interaction with avatar having different modalities have no significant difference (mean disfluency rate $MP=5.0517$, $NoM=6.2141$, $NoP=4.3104$). However we can observe that the disfluency rate is higher when the children interact with the avatar having no mimics modality.

We now compare the frequency of response from children (figure 7). Due to the adaptation of the interaction, the free context scenario utterances have been used and that bring some differences on the numbers of questions. Therefore, we calculated a ERVQ ratio (in function of the number of questions in the interaction) A univariate ANOVA has been run for the ERVQ ratio on the condition variable (type of narrator) and show a statistically significant effect of the condition ($F(2,49)= 11.84 ; p=.001$). A post hoc comparison (Bonferroni) shows that the children answer more often to the direct questions of an avatar with all interactive modalities (MP) than with an avatar without prosody (NoP) (variable: ERVQ; $p = .001$). These differences suggest that the children were more engaged with the agent having full modality than with the agent having no prosody, and this result also support the hypothesis-1. Similarly, they also answer more often to the direct questions of an avatar with no facial expressions (NoM) than those without prosody (NoP) (variable: ERVQ; $p = .0001$). this result clearly supports the hypothesis-2. However there is no statistically significant difference for the number of answers from children in the case for the agent with full modalities (MP) and with no facial expression (NoM) ($p = 1.0$).

Furthermore, we applied a univariate ANOVA on the numbers of children’s spontaneous verbal response (SVR) in function of conditions (type of avatar) (figure 7). There is no statistical significant effect of the condition (type of avatar) on the number of SVR sentences $F(2,49)= 1.308; p= 0.281$). However we can observe that the children preferably communicate spontaneously with the avatar having MP condition and utter less comments in the case of the absence of prosody (mean SVR MP=5.0625, NoM=3.4706, NoP=2.8235).

In addition, we analyzed the trace of the dialogue between children and avatar (figure 8). A univariate ANOVA has been applied on the numbers of children’s intervention in function of conditions (type of avatar). There is a statistically significant effect of the condition (type of avatar) on the number of children sentences $F(2,49)= 12.4\ldots$
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We tested two hypotheses. The first hypothesis states that the virtual avatar with Prosody and Facial expression modalities improves the engagement of children in interaction during the narrative sessions. This hypothesis is supported by the results. The results state that the children address more smile during the interaction with the avatar having full modalities. The results also showed that the children often respond to the agent with full modalities than to the agent with no prosody. However, the results indicate no significant difference for the expected responses and the latency in the cases of the agent with full modalities and with no mimics cases.

The second hypothesis is that Prosody is more important than facial expression as a modality of the virtual avatar for the interaction with children during narrative storytelling. This hypothesis is not supported by the results. We found that although the children use more phrases during the interaction with the agents with no mimic and with full modalities, they use longer phrases for the interaction with the agent having no Prosody. One of the important observation is the absence of prosody in the agent modalities results in higher latency, longer phrases, and less smile for children during the interaction with virtual agent in the context of the interactive narration. However this observation needs to be validated with more experimental data. The fact that the verbal modality is preferred with the avatar suggests that this modality is of particular importance for multi-modal interactive systems. Unfortunately, the transcription remains one of the biggest problems in ECAs, due to transcription time and errors.

Finally, children interact with pleasure and spontaneously with virtual characters even when some of the interaction modalities are absent (lack of prosody or facial expressions). Nevertheless, facial expressions and prosody seem to play an important role in understanding the nature of an utterance, such as recognizing that a phrase is a question.

Currently we have performed experiments with 50 children using our WoZ platform. Although initial results are in favor with the use of agent with multi-modal interaction capability, it would be interesting to conduct more experiments in order to improve the precision of results. We further intend to conduct more experiments in order to compare the effects of different modalities of child ↔ agent interaction versus child ↔ human in video-conference interaction.

In this paper we have considered only smile, response latency, number of phrases etc. to evaluate the user engagement. We are also interested in evaluating the effects of other interaction modalities such as joint-attention (e.g. both agent and the child looks at the same object) and co-construction of joint-attention (e.g. child looks at an object then the agent also looks at the same object, agent points at an object and then the child also looks at that object).

5 CONCLUSION
In this article, we have presented a narrative WoZ environment dedicated to child-avatar interaction. We have also described an experiment that compares the impact of prosody and facial expression of avatar on children during an interactive storytelling context.

The main result is that children were more engaged in narrative interaction with a virtual character having full interaction modalities. In other words, any ECA dedicated to child-agent narrative
interaction have to be designed to take into account these particularities: the verbal understanding should be implemented with great care as the children seem to favor this modality.

As the children seem to have enjoyed their experience, using an avatar driven in a WoZ or in an ECA can be of great interest to psychologists. Dialogue or interaction models could be designed and tested to evaluate, for instance, children’s language acquisition. Moreover, the particularities of a virtual narrator could also be exploited from a therapeutic point of view, such as children with communication difficulties, by offering them adapted interaction models.
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